H2O = Water: What Is It and How Does It Work For Us?

The Biological Compass Mendela Mobius H2O / DNA / RNA Fractal Alternating Reciprocal
Equilibrium Figure 8 Set defines and articulates interwoven spontaneous interactions between two polarizing
forces, one centripetal contraction the other centrifugal expansion both working harmoniously together in an
infinite pitch-rhythm and tone of vibrations and frequencies within the multidimensional framework of the
Biocentric Compass-Clock-Earth-Cell-DNA/RNA and polarized H2O molecule. When you draw a circle, cross,
spiral, and crisscrossing radiating figure 8’s inside the circle you find that all 4 geometrical entities share the
same center. The perpetual circle represents eternity, perfection and contraction towards the life giving seed
contained within a concentric common center generating centripetal force and the perpetuation of species.
Phi Pi, the Phi is in the Pi, as the circle is the Pi in relationship to crisscrossing radiating figure 8s = Phi.
Yin/Yang - Phi/Pi - Hydrogen/Oxygen - Water/Fire - Day/Night - History/Prehistory - Objective/Subjective Order/Chaos - Genesis/Evolution - Mendel/Darwin - Spiritual/Material - Redpill/Bluepill - Positive/Negative East/West - North/South - Male/Female - Dominant/Recessive genetic traits all contained in one encompassing
360⁰ perspective. The multi-faceted circle represents the Universal-Earth-Cell-Dynamo where the infinitely
large macrocosm interacts with the infinitely small microcosm to form the eternal fabric of life as we know it.
(John 3:5) - Jesus said, "Very truly I tell you, no one can enter the kingdom of YHWH unless they are born of
water and the Spirit.” (Mark 1:8) - “I baptize you with water, but he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit."
LOVE being the essence of life and universal cosmos is the key element to spiritual consciousness and
self-awareness. Beyond ego-self-centered love, love is everywhere being the ultimate source of everything and
everyone, love is the Spoken Word the visible expression of its invisible self in the form of sound-energywaves-matter. (John 3:16) - “For YHWH so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.” The inner circle within the outer circle gravitates towards
the intersecting HUB where the crisscrossing figure 8s radiate laterally into infinite expansion generating
centrifugal force and variation. The radiating crisscrossing Figure 8s represent a Mobius H2O Fractal Set that
regulates and controls our internal Biological Compass (BC). The BC explores the symbiotic relationships
between biology and physics, inner-space relative to outer-space, the microcosm equals the macrocosm.
The Compass is a navigational guide used to determine geographic direction, aligned with the Earth’s
magnetic field, the magnetized needle is free to pivot due north 360 ⁰  clockwise due east 90 ⁰  clockwise
due south 180 ⁰  clockwise due west 270 ⁰  clockwise due north 360 ⁰, completing a circular circuit relative
to our spherical Earth: The duality inside the singularity of a circle/cycle contains 4 Cardinal points, North South - East - West; and 4 states of energy and matter, the pre-materialization state of matter; strong and weak
nuclear forces, morph genic-electromagnetic field and gravitational force; (Earth-Solid) – (Water-Liquid) –
(Air-Gas) – (Spatial Energy-Aether). Our internal GPS system is described on a quadrant-gyro-graph providing
a 4-dimensional view of the invisible quantum physics behind the visibly tangible.
The Biological Compass articulates 4 different ways that elementary particles and bodies influence each
other in a morph genic-spontaneous interaction between energy and matter. The BC of 4-dimensional relativity
draws upon the Mobius H2O Fractal Figure 8 unit containing multiple particles of the physical matrix which
operate within a multidimensional quadrant. These vertical and horizontal dimensions cross at spiritual and
material planes. Creativity of the human mind, conscience, moral compass and spiritual gifts we are endowed
with come from immaterial vertical planes of consciousness that merge at the crossroads of horizontal
materialism. Scientific materialism can paint itself into a corner confining itself into a single plane of thought.
Balanced science, one that includes both spiritual and material manifestations considers all the relationships
between consciousness, space, time, wave energy, matter and the self-evident nature of reality. (Colossians
1:16) - “For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether
thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities -- all things have been created through Him and for Him”.
E=mc² / m=Ec² is the conversion of morph genic-electromagnetic energy into elemental matter: The
Cosmic Weaver’s musical pendulum, a divine symphony, revealed through the DNA’s harmonious genetic
code; Einstein’s relativistic field equations of 64 elements generated by a 4³ component metric is fundamentally
relative to the DNA’s tetrahedron infrastructure of 4 sets of triplets-base-sets of codons; 64 codonic
arrangements of elemental sets generate the genetic code 4³ metric; the 64 geometric structure of astronomical

geometry is another connective link to the 4³ universal metric; radiating Mobius H2O Fractal Figure 8 Set
represents 8x8(∞) = 64 generates 4³ metric. A body of water becomes one interconnected H2O molecule.
Sea water (metamorphic H2O) is a complex chemical fluid that contains 64 elements in suspended
animated solution: Water contains 64 different phenomenal properties and materializes in 4 states of matter;
liquid, solid ice, vaporous gas and aether’s potential energy; water contains potential memory properties; H2O
is a reactant and a catalyst, especially when heated, because hot water alters and increases the rate at which
chemical reactions take place and therefore precipitates a process or event of rapid change as a translucent
liquid-gas-steam; water has the ability to expand and evaporate, condense and precipitate, to dissolve and act as
a solvent, to erode and transport, to be suspended in air, to store energy such as heat turning water into vapors of
steam; when put under pressure boiling water has a tendency to explode; H2O is a conductor of electricity
precipitating electrolysis, hydrolysis and metamorphism just to name a few. We hydrate with water and
perspire salty water. (John 4:14) - “But whoever drinks the water I give him will never thirst. Indeed, the water I
give him will become in him a fountain of water springing up to eternal life." DNA replicates DNA infinitely.
Water, a clear liquid compound of two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen, is essential for most plant
and animal life: Ocean water is the most prolific substance on Earth; since our bodies are mostly composed of
water (similar to sea water) and H2O being hydrogen-positive and oxygen-negative spontaneously positive and
negative is automatically calibrated for our equilibrium and balance; six-sided-hexagonal-honeycombedclustered-water-snowflake-shaped H2O molecules bond and resonate with the double-helix-spiral-structure of
the DNA/RNA where one form of energy is converted into another. Cellular DNA/RNA acts as an
electromagnetic energy receiver and transmitter of information to replicate itself: The superconductive energy
for this spontaneous alternating reciprocal transduction is within H2O’s fluid properties and negatively charged
hydro-gen electrons power of attraction and repulsion; virtually every physical function is regulated by this vital
primary process. (2 Peter 3:5) - “But they deliberately forget that long ago by (YHWH's) word the heavens
came into being and the earth was formed out of water and by water.”
The Mobius H2O Fractal Figure 8 Set also represents the male/female joined as a musical spiral of love
at the Genesis HUB, the centripetal common center. The pulsating H2O Figure 8 Set also represents
multiplication within the self-replicating DNA/RNA expansive centrifugal framework. Pointing into the
Genesis Primal DOT at the HUB of the quadrant intersection is a visible model of the interwoven tetrahedron
architectural geometry of DNA/RNA. Furthermore, the Mobius H2O Figure 8 Set represents reciprocal
equilibrium of oscillating and intercoupling electrons generating hydrogen bonds within the H2O molecule
clusters that join 2 long chains of nucleotides twisted into a double-helix-Deoxyribo-Nucleic-Acid. This
entwined synthesis of H2O and DNA/RNA is naturally calibrated to polarize and align with Earth’s morph
genic-electromagnetic field. The North Pole is aligned with the North Star Polaris and the South Pole is aligned
with the Southern Cross constellation. Is then the Southern Cross a metaphor of cosmological consciousness
and the North Star its literal counter point? Does the sun rise in the east and set in the west? Are there not 24
hours in a day? Does this perfect biocentric alignment regulate our internal cellular Biological Compass and
navigational capabilities? (Job 26:7) - "He stretches out the north over empty space and hangs the earth on
nothing.” (Isaiah 40:22) - “He sits enthroned above the circle of the earth, and its people are like grasshoppers.
He stretches out the heavens like a canopy, and spreads them out like a tent to live in.”
The BC provides the conscious observer with an all-encompassing panorama of the interlinking
synchronicity between the infinite Divine Spiritual Dimension and its finite counterpart the material dimension
within the present space/time fabric of the NOW objective continuum. The BC Mendela H2O Mobius Fractal
Figure 8 Set focuses and expands human consciousness. Seeing is believing and believing is that ultimate
realization of our Divine Existence: Here on Earth we are living art; science our art-form and Cosmic Weaver
the master artist. (Romans 1:20) - “For since the creation of the world YHWH's invisible qualities--his eternal
power and divine nature--have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that people are
without excuse.” (John 12:40) – “He has blinded their eyes, and He has hardened their hearts, lest they should
see with their eyes, lest they should understand with their hearts and turn, so that I should heal them.” (Psalm
23:1-3) - “The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures; He leads me
beside quiet waters. He restores my soul; He guides me in the paths of righteousness for the sake of His name.”
The sacred 4 dimensional TETRAGRAMMATON = YHWH = YaHaWaH = Yeshua = Jesus, I AM that I AM
the Alpha and Omega the Lord of Hosts.

